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A B S T R A C T

A new flame retardant (FR) intumescent system for polybutylene succinate (PBS) was developed using poly(isosorbide carbonate) (PIC), a bio-based polymer, as a ‘green’ char forming agent. The use of this charring agent in PBS/ammonium polyphosphate (APP) permits to obtain better efficiency than PBS/APP alone for mass loss cone calorimetry (MLC) test: pHRR was decreased by 24% vs 19%, THR was decreased by 48% vs 25% and the yield of residue was increased to 44% vs 23% respectively. According to the temperature measured through thermocouples embedded in the sample, the char formed for PBS/PIC/APP showed a better heat barrier effect than that of PBS/APP: under the char, the temperature and the heating rate of PBS/PIC/APP is significantly lower than those of PBS/APP. Obvious differences of the chemical composition and the morphology of the chars highlight that the good results obtained for PBS/PIC/APP were governed by a glass type char formed during the MLC test.

1. Introduction

Bio-based polymers had great development during the last decades due for example to environmental concern caused by the petroleum-based polymers. Among these bio-based polymers, polybutylene succinate (PBS) has been widely used for short term applications i.e. packaging, agriculture, medical articles due to its bio-degradability and good mechanical properties (close to polypropylene and polyethylene) [1]. Furthermore, composites of PBS blending with inexpensive natural fibers provide better mechanical properties than neat PBS [2–5], which can be promisingly applied in some engineering field such as electric & electronic, construction and transportation. It is noteworthy that materials used in these fields of applications often need to be flame retarded according to legislation and industrial demands. However, like many organic thermoplastics, PBS is highly flammable, thus its application in these fields are limited. In this context, it is necessary to improve the flame retardancy of PBS.

Flame retardancy of PBS are often based on intumescent flame retardant system [6–13]. Most of these intumescent formulations are phosphorus and nitrogen based FRs. Use of synergists or novel char formers can significantly enhance the performance [9,10,12,13].

The use of polymer as char forming agent in an intumescent FR system has also been described in literature using polyamide (PA) [14,15] or polyurethane (PU) [16,17] where they were used in intumescent FR system. Since polyols such as pentaerythritol, mannitol and sorbitol are considered as a carbonization agent in intumescent FR system [18,19], Poly(isosorbide carbonate) (PIC) which is a polycarbonate derived from isosorbide (a saccharide derived from starch) may thus be potentially used as a char forming agent. Moreover, using PIC in PBS may promisingly provide double advantages: i) a ‘green’ formulation formed with two types of bio-based polymers; ii) an enhanced intumescent FR system by using a char forming agent. Therefore, in this paper, the fire performances of formulations containing PIC and ammonium polyphosphate (APP) is firstly investigated by mass loss cone calorimetry (MLC). The best ratio of PIC/APP was determined and used to deeply understand the effect of PIC in the formulation. Thus, its mass loss and the temperature evolution inside the char during the MLC test were investigated. The chemical composition of the char, thermal decomposition behavior and the char morphology are also presented. A mode of action of these intumescent FR systems (PBS/APP and PBS/PIC/APP) during the MLC test is proposed in the last part.
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2. Experimental

2.1. Materials

The polymer used is PBS bionolle™ 1001MD, which was supplied by Showa Denko (Japan). Poly (isosorbide carbonate) (PIC), DURABIO™ D7340 is based on isosorbide which is supplied by Mitsubishi Chemical (Japan). Ammonium polyphosphate (APP) Exolit® AP 422 was supplied by Clariant (Swiss).

2.2. Processing

PBS, PIC and APP are mixed in a DSM Xplore Micro15 twin-screw micro-extruder at 160 °C for 10 min with a rotating speed of screw of 50 rpm. Square shape samples (50 × 50 × 3 mm) for MLC tests are prepared by compression molding at 160 °C, 20 kN for 2 min, 40 kN for 6 min.

2.3. Fire test

The fire test used in the study is a Fire Testing Technology (FTT) mass loss calorimeter (MLC) device (ISO 13927, ASTM E906). The distance between the sample holder and the heat source was 25 mm. An external heat flux (35 kW/m²) produced by a conical heater element is applied to the sample. The temperature of the gaseous combustion products is measured at the top of the chimney with a thermopile. The efficiency of the formed char acting as heat barrier was evaluated by thermocouples embedded in the plaques. The position of the thermocouples is presented in Fig. 1. The first thermocouple (T1) was placed under the plaques in order to measure the temperature of the bottom, whereas the second thermocouple was placed on the surface of the plaque through a drilled hole (T2) to measure the surface temperature of the plaque. It is noteworthy that T2 remains always 3 mm height above the bottom. Therefore, in the case of neat PBS, T2 measures the surface temperature of the material until the thermocouple is no longer embedded in the matter (after the ignition). In the case of PBS/APP and PBS/PIC/APP, T2 measures the surface temperature before the ignition and also after the ignition because of the formation of the intumescent char. T2 remains embedded in the char and heat gradient can be measured between T1 and T2. The measurement by thermocouples remains an error margin within ±30 °C.

2.4. Solid state NMR

$^{31}$P NMR measurements were performed on a Bruker Avance II spectrometer, operating at 161.9 MHz (9.4 T) and at a spinning rate of 12.5 kHz with magic angle spinning. Bruker probe heads equipped with 4 mm MAS assembly were used. Experiments have been carried out using cross polarization (CP) $^1$H-$^{31}$P because of the long relaxation time of the phosphorus nuclei (10-500 s) with $^1$H high power dipolar decoupling (HPDEC). $\text{H}_2\text{PO}_4$ in aqueous solution (85%) was used as reference for 0 ppm.

2.5. Thermal analysis

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) measurements were carried out on a Setaram TG92-16. Samples were contained in silica crucibles robed with gold sheet. They were grinded into powder using a cryo-grinder (500 μm filter) before the analysis. Fluid flow rate was set at 100 mL/min, air was chosen to evaluate the decomposition of the materials in thermo-oxidative conditions. A heating rate of 10 °C/min was used. When TGA was used to investigate the thermal behaviors of the used materials during the MLC test, the heating rates were set according to the temperature evaluation measured by the thermocouple 2 (T2) to mimic the same experiment condition in MLC test.

2.6. Morphology analysis of the char

The char morphology on a millimeter (mm) scale was measured by optical microscope and carried out on a Keyence - VHX-1000 digital microscope. Measurements were repeated ten times on randomly chosen parts of the char, to ensure representative values.

The char morphology on a micrometer (μm) scale was measured by scanning electron microscope (SEM) carried out on a Hitachi S4700 at 6 kV. All the samples were microtomed with a diamond knife on a Leica UltraCut microtome at cryogenic temperature (−120 °C) to obtain smooth surfaces. The distribution of the phosphorus in the char was measured by electron probe microanalysis (EPMA) (Camca – SX 100). This measurement shares the same samples prepared for the SEM.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Fire properties of PBS/PIC/APP formulations

The efficiency of PIC acting as char forming agent was evaluate by MLC test and it is presented in Fig. 2 and Table 1. The additives were incorporated at 30 wt% in PBS. When only 30 wt% of PIC was added to PBS, no improvement of the flame retardancy of PBS was observed. When 30 wt% of APP was added in PBS, PHRR is decreased by 19% and the THR is decreased by 25%. Different ratio of PIC/APP (3/1, 1/1, 1/3) was evaluated. The best result is obtained when the ratio of PIC/APP is at 1/3. With this ratio, PHRR is decreased by 24%, the THR is decreased by 48% and the char yield can reach 44%. Compared to the formulation without the carbonization agent, the formulation PBS/PIC/APP

Fig. 1. Position of the thermocouples (left), in real situation (right).
APP exhibits an enhanced performance for the main parameters measured at MLC. The formation of the char in this formulation may be the key point of the successful results. The residual char of PBS/APP 70/30 had obvious cracks and holes on the surface (Fig. 3). Whereas the char of PBS/PIC/APP exhibits only small holes (Fig. 3). Investigations for mechanism elucidation were performed on PBS, PBS/APP and PBS/PIC/APP (1/3) formulations and are presented hereafter.

3.2. Investigation of the mass loss and temperature evolution during MLC test

The MLC results along with the mass loss are presented in Fig. 4 a) Fig. 4 b). From the beginning of the experiment to the ignition (110 s for neat PBS, 99 s for PBS/APP and 100 s for PBS/PIC/APP), the materials softened and melted without significant mass loss. From the ignition to 200 s, the char can be visually observed in the formulation of PBS/APP and PBS/PIC/APP. Neat PBS had 6% of mass loss, and it started to degrade with a high mass loss rate (0.25%/s) until the matter had almost totally burned out. However, PBS/APP and PBS/PIC/APP kept a low mass loss rate during the formation of the char, corresponding to only 1% of mass loss. From 200 s to 330 s, visual observation indicates that the chars of PBS/APP and PBS/PIC/APP kept a stable state (no cracking) at the beginning (200 s–270 s), then cracked a little (270 s–330 s) according to the MLC curve i.e. increase of the pHRR. The mass loss rate of PBS/APP starts to increase to 0.17%/s at 200 s, and PBS/PIC/APP reaches a similar mass loss rate at 230 s. After 300 s, PBS/APP kept the same mass loss rate (0.17%/s) up to 600 s, but the
mass loss rate of PBS/PIC/APP decreased continuously to only 0.03%/s at 600 s. The final residue of neat PBS was almost 0%, that of PBS/APP was 23% and that of PBS/PIC/APP was 44%.

Temperatures profiles measured by thermocouples are presented in Fig. 4 c). It shows that before ignition, the surface of all three materials have similar heating rate (about 180 °C/min). At ignition the surface temperature (T2) of PBS (110 s), PBS/APP (99 s) and PBS/PIC/APP (100 s) is 330 °C, 296 °C and 291 °C respectively. The similar heating rate and surface temperature suggests that the incorporation of the additives does not modify significantly the thermo-physical properties of PBS. On the bottom of the plaques (T1), the temperature of PBS is 83 °C lower than that of the surface, while for PBS/APP and PBS/PIC/APP the temperatures are 72 °C and 69 °C lower than the surface temperatures respectively.

From the ignition (110 s) to 200 s, the heating rate of T1 for neat PBS is quite high and estimated at 80 °C/min, and the temperature of T1 increased continuously up to 465 °C until the thermocouple is no longer embedded in the matter (about 400 s). For PBS/APP, the char formation is visually observed between 100 s and 200 s. T1 and T2 curves of PBS/APP exhibit similar evolution and are parallel during this stage. The heating rate (measured via T1 or T2) is estimated at 40 °C/min (100 s–200 s) and is twice lower than that of neat PBS. For PBS/APP
PIC/APP, the char formation was also visually observed between 100 s and 200 s. During its formation, T1 of PBS/PIC/APP exhibits similar temperature of that of PBS/APP, but T2 is 20 °C lower than that of PBS/APP. It is noteworthy that the heating rate of T2 is about 24 °C/min and is significantly lower than that of PBS/APP. It can explain at least partially, why at 200 s the HRR of PBS/PIC/APP is 51 kW/m² lower than that of PBS/APP.

From 200 s to 330 s, T1 and T2 of PBS/APP measure the same heating rate (40 °C/min), and the bottom temperature (T1) of PBS/APP shows that a temperature gradient between T1 and T2 is more than 70 °C. Whereas for PBS/PIC/APP, T1 and T2 reach a stable plateau (steady state) after the formation of the char (200 s) until the end of the test (583 s, T2 - T1 = 45 °C).

After 330 s, T1 and T2 of PBS/APP increased up to 372 °C (485 s) and 471 °C (485 s) respectively, T1 and T2 of PBS/APP always increase from 100 s to 485 s even after the formation of the char. This indicates heat barrier of the char has low efficient. Afterward, T1 and T2 decrease and reach a steady state at 370 °C and 410 °C respectively. The temperature gradient between T1 and T2 at this steady state is only 40 °C. As for PBS/PIC/APP, the temperature gradient between T1 and T2 at the steady state is 45 °C. Moreover, these two plateaus observed with PBS/PIC/APP have always lower temperatures than those measured in the case of PBS/APP i.e. PBS/PIC/APP T1 equals 315 °C vs PBS/APP T1 equals 370 °C and PBS/PIC/APP T2 equals 360 °C vs PBS/APP T1 equals 410 °C.

These results evidence that the char of PBS/PIC/APP is more efficient than that of PBS/APP in term of heat barrier. Its relatively low heating rate under the char leads to a lower decomposition rate of the polymer, which can explain the low pHRR and THR. The formation of char is related to a series of chemical reactions and so, the investigation of the chemical composition of the char during MLC test would help understanding the mechanism of action of these two formulations. Therefore, the next part focuses on the nature of the char at different stage of the MLC test.

3.3. Investigation of the chemical composition of the char by solid state NMR

The chemical composition of the char at different MLC stage test was investigated using solid state NMR. The considered nuclei are 31P and 13C. The residual chars were collected at three different stages of the MLC test i.e. (i) at 120 s when the char started to form; (ii) at 250 s when the char is stabilized; (iii) at 420 s when the heat release rate decreased.

3.3.1. Characterization of 31P NMR

The MAS 31P spectra of PBS/APP 70/30 and PBS/PIC/APP 1/3 70/30 are presented in Fig. 5. It was found that during the solid state NMR experiment, the presence of phosphoric acid may cause explosion of the rotor during the rotation in the probe, which may cause severe damage to the probe (viscous phosphate trapped in the char creates a pressure on the rotor cap which is ejected). Thus, the chars were washed with water and dried under 90 °C for 24 h prior to be analyzed. Only two samples (PBS/APP stage 1 and PBS/APP stage 2) were analyzed without washing and thus can be compared with the samples after the washing (Fig. 5).

Before the MLC test, the MAS 31P NMR of the un-burned PBS/APP and PBS/PIC/APP showed a doublet at -21.5 ppm and -22.5 ppm, which are assigned to P-O in the APP [20,21]. The same chemical shift of the phosphorus for neat APP is observed indicating that no chemical reaction of PBS or PIC occurred with APP during the processing (extrusion and compressing molding). At the stage 1 (120 s), for the PBS/APP and PBS/PIC/APP washed samples, a broad band centered at 0.5 ppm is observed. This band can be assigned to orthophosphate linked with aliphatic groups and/or orthophosphoric acid [14,20,21]. The shape and the width of the band indicates a disordered structure suggesting a glass-type behavior. At the stage 2 (250 s), for PBS/APP, besides the band at 0 ppm, a narrow sharp band was found at 2.3 ppm, which can be assigned to the P-O-C group (might be orthophosphate linked with ester groups) [22,23]. PBS/PIC/APP exhibits similar two bands at 0 ppm and 2.3 ppm, but the band at 0 ppm shows a flattened feature, which indicates that the orthophosphates may be less ordered than those of PBS/APP. At the stage 3 (420 s), for PBS/APP, the two bands at 0 ppm and 2.3 ppm are still observed but unlike the stage 2, the ratio between the band at 2.3 ppm and the band at 0 ppm changed from 1 : 1.2 (stage 2) to 1 : 3.9 (stage 3). For PBS/PIC/APP, the band at 0 ppm shows a more flattened feature. The final chars of these two formulations present only a broad band at 0 ppm suggesting a disordered structure like a glass-type structure.

Un-treated samples showed different behavior than washed ones in MAS 31P spectra (Fig. 5). For un-treated char of PBS/APP at stage 1 and stage 2, three bands were presented at 0 ppm, -12.1 ppm and -25.3 ppm. Like the washed samples, the band at 0 ppm can be assigned to the orthophosphoric acid and/or orthophosphate groups linked to the aliphatic groups. Then the band at -12.1 ppm may possibly be assigned to the pyrophosphate groups and/or orthophosphate linked to the aromatic groups (di-phenylothophosphate and tri-phenylothophosphate) [21,24]. It was found that after washing, the band at -12.1 ppm disappeared, which reveals that only the free pyrophosphate groups were produced. To attribute the band at -25.3 ppm, the phosphates that contain a single PO4 or multiple PO4 linked with each others are noted as follows (Fig. 6): i) Q0 phosphate that has a single PO4, ii) Q1 phosphate that contains one bridged oxygen, iii) Q2 phosphate that has two bridged oxygen and iv) Q3 phosphate that has a ramified structure which contains three bridged oxygen. Thus, the band at -25.3 ppm can be assigned to the phosphate in a Q2 structure [25]. It is noteworthy that this band is broad which indicates the structure of these phosphates are disordered.

With the information provided above, the evolution of phosphorus in PBS/APP and PBS/PIC/APP during MLC test can be concluded. The decomposition of the matter formed Q2 structure orthophosphates linked to aliphatic groups, Q3 structure pyrophosphates that do not link with aromatic groups and Q4 structure phosphates. Then the Q1 structure orthophosphates that contained a P-O-C structure was formed. Specially, at this stage, the band of the orthophosphates linked with the aliphatic groups of PBS/PIC/APP is broader and more flattened than that of PBS/APP, which shows that the incorporation of PIC increased the disorder of the phosphate species. This disordered structure indicates the formation of a glass-type structure, which can be a reason that the PBS/PIC/APP has better performance than PBS/APP in MLC test [26]. Finally, only the orthophosphates that linked with the aliphatic groups are found in the final char.

3.3.2. Characterization of 13C NMR

The magic angle spinning (MAS) 13C spectra of PBS/APP 70/30 and PBS/PIC/APP 1/3 70/30 are presented in Fig. 7.

Before the fire test, neat PBS exhibit four bands at 25.6 ppm, 29.1 ppm, 64.3 ppm and 172.6 ppm. The band at 25.6 ppm is assigned to the -CH2 in the butylene part that are not bounded to the oxygen. The band at 29.1 ppm is assigned to the -CH2 of the succinate part. The band at 64.3 ppm is assigned to the -CH2O- of the butylene part, and the band at 172.4 ppm is assigned to the carbon of the carbonyl group [27,28]. When PBS was blended with APP and PIC, these four bands showed the same chemical shift as neat PBS, hence it confirms that there is no chemical interaction during the processing. Neat PIC presents an obvious band at 155.3 ppm which can be assigned to the carbonate group [29]. It presents also a broad band between 70 ppm
Fig. 5. Solid state NMR MAS $^{31}$P spectra of PBS/APP and PBS/PIC/APP formulations collected at different stage of the MLC test.

Fig. 6. Nomenclature of the different types of phosphate.

and 90 ppm which can be assigned to the carbon of the isosorbide group.

For the samples at 120 s, 250 s 420 s and the final char, there is a broad band at 130 ppm. It can be assigned to unsaturated carbon (C–C, aromatic and polyaromatic species) [30,31]. This band became more and more intense with the evolution of the time, which indicate that an aromatization occurring during the formation of the char. A broad band was also found at about 30 ppm which can be assigned to the aliphatic carbons [30,32]. For PBS/APP and PBS/PIC/APP, they showed similar $^{13}$C NMR spectra, which indicates that the incorporation of PIC had no significant change on the chemical composition of the char.

3.4. Thermal stability analysis

To understand the decomposition behavior of the different formulations and the formation of residual char, thermal stability of PBS/APP
70/30 and PBS/(PIC/APP 1/3) 70/30 are analyzed under thermo-oxidative condition. In this part, 2% of mass loss (T2%) is considered as the starting of the degradation.

The thermal stability of neat PBS and the formulations with additives under thermo-oxidative conditions was investigated by TGA (Fig. 8). APP exhibits a two-step decomposition process. The first step ranges...
from 250 °C to 450 °C with a mass loss of 18%, and this mass loss corresponds to the release of water and ammonia [33]. Meanwhile, a cross-linked P-O-P structure formed by elimination of H₂O between P-OH groups, and these P-OH groups were released by the evolution of NH₃. The second step range from 450 °C to 650 °C with a mass loss of 59% can be assigned to the release of phosphoric acid [34, 35]. It is noteworthy that the residue of APP has low stability at high temperature. The residue mass decreases continuously from 23.6% at 650 °C to 12.5% at 800 °C.

The decomposition of PBS involves two steps of process. The first step ranges from 323 °C to 417 °C with a mass loss of 94.3%. This step is attributed to depolymerization of the PBS, tetrahydrofuran and succinic anhydride are the main decomposition products [36]. The second step, from 417 °C to 520 °C, is the formation and the degradation of a transient char. PIC exhibits also two steps decomposition process, the first degradation ranges from 308 °C to 383 °C with a mass loss of 93.9% which is assigned to the depolymerization of PIC [37]. The second step was from 383 °C to 530 °C which is assigned to the formation and degradation of a transient char. PBS and PIC exhibit no residual char after the experiment.

When APP was incorporated into PBS, there are two steps of decomposition process. In the first step, incorporation of APP accelerates the beginning of the degradation, T2% is lowered by 26 °C in comparison to neat PBS. The first step has 72% of mass loss which can be assigned to the decomposition of the APP and the depolymerization of PBS. The second step was between 350 °C and 570 °C and is assigned to the formation and the degradation of transient char. It should be mentioned that after 570 °C, the residual char of PBS/APP was not stable, and the mass of the residue continuously decreases from 12.8% at 570 °C to only 3.7% at 800 °C. When PIC is incorporated into PBS and APP, there are still two decomposition steps. The T2% (306 °C) is not modified compared to that of PBS/APP (309 °C). However, the mass loss of the first step is 78% which is 6% more than that obtained with PBS/APP; thus at the beginning of the second step, the residual mass of PBS/PIC/APP is 6% lower than that of PBS/APP. This result shows that the char yield of PBS/APP is higher than that of PBS/PIC/APP during the formation of char. The curve of PBS/PIC/APP formed a steady plateau with 8.9% of residue from 600 °C to 800 °C. To understand the role of PIC in the intumescent formulation, PIC/APP with a ratio of 1/3 was also investigated. PIC/APP exhibits also two decomposition steps. The first step starts from 286 °C (T2%) to 350 °C with only 31% of mass loss. Then the second steps was from 350 °C to 600 °C with 41% of mass loss which can be assigned to the formation and degradation of transient char. The residual mass reaches 12.5%.

Differential TG curves (which is the result of the difference between the experimental TG curve and the calculated one) were plotted for PBS/APP, PIC/APP and PBS/PIC/APP. This permits to investigate potential interactions between PBS, PIC and APP (Fig. 9). PBS/APP exhibits a significant destabilization between 320 and 420 °C. This strong destabilization indicates that APP promotes the decomposition of PBS. PIC/APP exhibits also a destabilization at this range of temperature but which is less intense. A second destabilization was observed from 500 °C to 600 °C for PIC/PIC formulation, which can be assigned to the degradation of the transient char. In the case of PBS/PIC/APP and PBS/APP, this destabilization is smaller.

To investigate the decomposition behavior of PBS/APP and PBS/PIC/APP during the MLC test, additional TGA tests with special heating rate were analyzed (Fig. 10 a). For PBS/APP, starting from 30 °C to 305 °C (162 °C/min) then 31 °C/min until 490 °C followed by an isotherm for a total time of 800s. For PBS/PIC/APP, starting from 30 °C to 295 °C (165 °C/min) then 22 °C/min until 370 °C followed by an isotherm for a total time of 600s.

During the first step of heating, PBS/APP and PBS/PIC/APP had no significant mass loss. During the second step of heating, the mass loss for PBS/APP began at 2.71min around 338 °C, and the major mass loss was between 3.58 min and 4.88 min around 383 °C, 78% of mass loss was obtained, a plateau was observed. As for PBS/PIC/APP, the mass loss began at 2.73 min around 323 °C, and the major mass loss was between 4.45 min and 4.75 min round 365 °C, only 15% of mass loss was obtained. During the third step, a great mass loss for PBS/PIC/APP was observed until a plateau appeared at 370 °C. Both PBS/APP and PBS/PIC/APP had about 20% of residue, which can be assigned to the formation of the char corresponding to the same phenomenon in Fig. 8. It must be mentioned that when APP had the same experiment condition as PBS/APP or PBS/PIC/APP, its decomposition process can be assigned to the release of water and ammonia as well as the formation of P-O-P structure (Fig. 10 b). APP’s decomposition with the experiment condition of PBS/PIC/APP was slower than that of PBS/APP, which reveals that the released gases should have been less. Obviously, these results evidenced that PBS/PIC/APP decomposes slower than PBS/APP, which can be a reason why in MLC test, the mass loss rate of PBS/PIC/APP was slower than that of PBS/APP, and that the HRR of PBS/PIC/APP was always lower than that of PBS/APP.

3.5. Investigation of char morphology

The morphology of the char is investigated at multi-scale using optical microscopy (mm scale) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) (μm scale), then by using electron probe micro analysis (EPMA) (chemical composition at μm scale), the distribution of the phosphorus which can be involved in the mechanism of action is presented.

Fig. 9. Differential TGA of PBS/APP, PIC/APP and PBS/PIC/APP under thermo-oxidative condition (10 °C/min, Air).
3.5.1. Char morphology investigated by optical microscope

The char residues of PBS/APP and PBS/PIC/APP were collected and cut on the side face. The flank side of outer layer of the char is presented in Fig. 11 a) for PBS/APP and Fig. 11 b) for PBS/PIC/APP. The layer of the char of PBS/APP has 2.8–3.5 mm of thickness, whereas the layer of the char of PBS/PIC/APP has only 1.0–1.4 mm of thickness. The outside of the char showed no significant difference between these two formulations (not presented) on optical microscope. Then the inner side of these two char layers are presented in Fig. 11 c) for PBS/APP and Fig. 11 d) for PBS/PIC/APP. The inner side of PBS/APP is porous with numerous holes of different sizes. However, PBS/APP/PIC has smaller and less holes on inner side of its char. The obvious differences of the chars between these two formulations may explain the different performance in the MLC test. Indeed, according to mass loss and temperature measured during the MLC test Fig. 4 b) Fig. 4 c), PBS/PIC/APP showed lower temperature under the char and less mass loss rate (the mass loss rate between 250 s and 500 s decreased from 0.17%/s for PBS/APP to 0.13%/s for PBS/PIC/APP), which released less degradation products during the combustion, thus it has less and smaller holes on the inner side of the char.

3.5.2. Char morphology investigated by SEM and EPMA

Although the outside of the char layers showed no significant difference between PBS/APP and PBS/PIC/APP with optical microscope, they were also investigated at μm scale by SEM (Fig. 12). On the exterior side, the surface of the char layer of PBS/PIC/APP is homogenous and no significant defect can be distinguished. Whereas, the surface of the char of PBS/APP has cracks and small holes.

At the same time of analysis of SEM, the phosphorus distribution is measured by EPMA. As presented in Fig. 11, the outside of the char layer [A out] PBS/APP and B out) PBS/PIC/APP] and inner side of the char layer [A in] PBS/APP and B in) PBS/PIC/APP] were analyzed. The exterior side of the char of PBS/PIC/APP shows that the phosphorus is mainly located on a very thin layer Fig. 13 B out), which is 50–150μm thick in size. Despite the low thickness of this layer, there is almost no defect and the phosphorus is highly concentrated on this thin layer. In the case of PBS/APP, on the exterior char, the distribution of phosphorus is on a thick layer of 500–1000μm Fig. 13 A out). The distribution of the phosphorus is not homogenous and zone without P in this layer can be distinguished. Note that the concentration of the phosphorus is lower than that found in the case of PBS/PIC/APP. The inner side of
the char shows different behaviors for the two formulations as well. For PBS/PIC/APP, the distribution of the phosphorus shows the presence of cavity of different size Fig. 13 B (b). A mechanism of the formation of this cavity can be proposed: i) combustible gases were released during the decomposition of the polymer, and these gases diffuse to the surface of the char; ii) inner side of the char has a low temperature, thus the amount of degradation products (released gases) were much less than that of PBS/APP; iii) the char layer of PBS/PIC/APP which had some permeability cannot perfectly isolate these gases from the flame, however it keeps still an internal pressure which reduce the diffusion speed of the combustible gases, and it can be confirmed by the mass loss curve (PBS/PIC/APP has lower mass loss rate than PBS/APP); iv) thus the char of PBS/PIC/APP may have a lower permeability than PBS/APP and the combustible gases have a lower diffusion speed, hence the combustible gases formed cavity structure instead of creating ‘tunnel’ like passage in the char. Moreover, the concentration of the phosphorus is relatively low compared to the distribution of phosphorus on the exterior char, which reveals that phosphorus in the char is concentrated at the surface. In the case of PBS/APP, on the inner side of the char shows no cavity structure (tunnel like structure), and the concentration of the phosphorus is higher than that obtained in PBS/PIC/APP Fig. 13 A (b).

In conclusion, significant differences of the P distribution of the inner side and exterior side of the char layer can explain why smaller and less holes were observed on the surface of PBS/PIC/APP. Furthermore, the cavity structure in PBS/PIC/APP reveals that the combustible gases were trapped in the char, and that indicates a slower diffusion of the combustible gases in the char which can reduce the supply of ‘fuel’ in MLC test, thus lower pHRR and THR were obtained in the case of PBS/PIC/APP.
3.6. Proposed mode of action in MLC test

With the evidences provided above, the mechanism of PBS/PIC/APP was determined (Fig. 14). At the beginning of the test (before 100 s), PBS and PIC starts to melt and decompose releasing combustible gases (majorly THF and succinic anhydride) [38]. Meanwhile, APP decompose and release H₂O and NH₃. Then PBS/APP and PBS/PIC/APP start to burn at almost the same time (100 s). Between 100 s and 450 s, intumescent char which is mainly consisted of orthophosphates, pyrophosphate, aliphatic and aromatic groups are formed. The char of PBS/PIC/APP showed a glass-type structure, and the phosphates concentrate on the surface of the char layer leading to a more resistant barrier to heat, and it leads to lower mass loss rate, heat release rate than PBS/APP. After the combustion, cavity structure was found in the char of PBS/PIC/APP, whereas ‘tunnel’ type structure was found in the char of PBS/APP, which indicate a lower diffusion speed of the combustible gases presented in the char of PBS/PIC/APP. Therefore, PBS/PIC/APP has lower THR and pHRR than PBS/APP.

4. Conclusion

It was showed that during the MLC test, the intumescent char formed by PBS/PIC/APP has better heating-rate-decreasing effect than that of PBS/APP. A glass type char with phosphorus concentrated on the surface in PBS/PIC/APP governed its performance: this char showed lower gases diffusion speed leading to lower mass loss rate.

This study demonstrated that addition of only 7.5 wt% of PIC in PBS/APP can improve significantly the flame retardancy of this intumescent FR system. It evidences that isosorbide-based compounds can act as carbonization agent in an intumescent FR system. Besides the improvement of flame retardancy, the application of PIC improves the ratio of bio-based components, the double benefits lead to more ideas of using the bio-based components to flame retard polymeric materials.
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Fig. 14. Proposed mechanism of PBS/APP and PBS/APP.


